
Adjustable 
double tray

3 footrest
positions

3 seat recline
positions

7 height
positions

5-point
seat belts

Easy
folding

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
HIGH CHAIR

sedi

PREMIUM

3 colours
available



You probably feel that it is time for your toddler to be introduced to foods other than milk 
if you are considering buying a Neno Sedi. Choosing our high chair is more than just a 
comfortable seat at the table. Using the Neno Sedi allows your child to sit and eat together 
with the family. Sharing a meal brings your child closer to the rest of the household and is a 
good way to develop social skills from an early age.

More than a high chair PREMIUM



point
seat belts 5 PREMIUM

Lively and cheerful toddler on board? We have the 
answer! The Neno Sedi multifunctional feeding 
chair is equipped with a system of straps to secure 
the torso and arms. This solution greatly improves 
safety by preventing your child from falling. The soft 
pads on the belt also help to alleviate any discomfort 
caused by compression.



Whether you use Sedi for 
feeding or playing, you can 

quickly adjust the backrest to 
suit the child's activity and 
age. You can choose from 

three positions: sitting, 
semi-lying and lying.

position
recline seat  3 PREMIUM



The tray is made of high quality material and 
can be pulled out in three different positions. 

All this to make sure that the high chair will 
'grow' with your little one!

tray
positions 

1 2 3
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With the Neno Sedi, you won't be worried about 
hectolitres of spilled soup and crushed noodles.  
When it comes to feeding your baby, you will 
soon appreciate the convenience of the tray. 
The double top is easy to clean, or you can 
remove the top layer to uncover a clean 
surface underneath. 

PREMIUMDouble tray 



We were aware of the importance of having an adjustable footrest that you can adjust 
to your child's height and position when designing the Neno Sedi. 

Adjustable footrest:
• increases the baby's comfort, 

which is essential during feeding
• provides support for the feet, helping 

to position other parts of the body correctly
• reduces pressure on the spine
• ensures seat does not pinch thighs

Comfort for baby's feet
PREMIUM



Is your little one growing fast? Adjust the chair to 
his/her height by selecting one of the footrest 

height positions. Ensure the comfort of your child's 
feet by also taking advantage of the adjustable 

angle of the footrest. 

heights of the 
       -position
         footrest

2
3
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4castors with
motion lock 

PREMIUM

The mobile multifunctional high chair will undoubtedly 
be useful in everyday childcare. The castors on the 
underside make it easy to move it from room to room. 
If you want to sit your child at the table or just keep an 
eye on him or her while you do your daily chores, use 
the locking mechanism.



Lean it against
the furniture

free-standing

When folded, the Neno Sedi forms a compact, 
free-standing structure. This solution does not take 
up a lot of space, making storage much easier.

Easy
folding  
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The feeding chair's clever design allows 
you to adjust the height in up to 7 
variations, so you don't have to worry 
about your table being too low or too high.

7 

6
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4
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2
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7
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The undeniable advantage of the Neno 
Sedi multifunctional chair is its 

appearance. The organic leather cover, 
which can be cleaned with a damp 

cloth, adds a touch of subtle elegance. 

Ecological
leather

seat cover 
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Every toddler has a favourite bowl, cup, cutlery 
or toy, so Neno Sedi has a big basket for all the 
little treasures.

Big basket 
PREMIUM



modificationsbackrest 
positions

tray
positions

footrest
positions

 footrest
height

positions

height 
positions

One chair
– up to 378 possibilities

PREMIUM

You can adapt the Sedi high chair to 
suit you and your child's needs. You 
can make all the changes yourself, 
which gives you a lot of options. 
Choose the configuration that works 
best for you and enjoy your time 
together!



    colours
   available  
3

Sedi White Sedi Blue Sedi Grey
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Choose
navy blue

Sedi Blue
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Choose
ivory white

Sedi White
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Choose
grey

Sedi Grey
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Cute animals or ivory white? The choice is 
yours! Thanks to the double-sided insert, 
the Neno Sedi chair fits into a minimalist 
Scandinavian style as well as a cheerful 
urban jungle or romantic boho look.

Double-sided insert 
PREMIUM
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Sedi
White | Grey | Blue

KGK TREND AWARDS
Owner of the Neno brand:

Number of height positions
Number of seat recline positions
Number of tray extension positions:
5-point seat belts:
Double tray:
Footrest and seat: 
Independent recline adjustment:
Seat cover:
Castor lock:
Product weight:
Product dimensions unfolded:
Dimensions folded:
EAN code: 
Neno Sedi White:
Neno Sedi Grey:
Neno Sedi Blue:
PN:
     Neno Sedi White:
     Neno Sedi Grey:
Neno Sedi Blue: 
CN code:
Box dimensions:
Box weight:
Kit contents:

TECHNICAL DATA
7
3
3
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Eco leather
Yes
8.5 kg
54x82x112 cm
54x47x90 cm

5902479674186
5902479674193
5902479674179

NEN-BAB-ME004
NEN-BAB-ME003
NEN-BAB-ME002
94018000
48x25x81 cm
9,7 kg
Seat, double tray, armrest, footrest,
footrest, base, castors, basket

If you are not sure which product to choose, need help, support or have questions for our midwives, 
Neno's breastfeeding experts, call or write directly to the Neno Customer Support Centre.
Helpline: 731 594 301, e-mail: info@neno.pl


